Inaudible video clips from the 2020 Equity & Diversity Conference play for a few seconds with white text on top in the following sequence:

[Clip of audience in the UNT Union ballroom during the keynote presentation. One audience member stands at a microphone to ask keynote speaker Bakari Sellers a question.]

We’re bringing the full UNT Equity & Diversity Conference experience...

[Switch to a clip of Bakari Sellers at the podium gesturing as he speaks. Randalynn Johnson, UNT’s ASL interpreter, stands at the front of the stage.]

Text: Keynote presentation

[Switch to a clip of two corporate employees speaking with a student at the career fair. The employees nod as the student speaks.]

Text: Networking

[Switch to a clip of a workshop session presenter at the front of a room, a PowerPoint on the screen behind her. The room is full of seated attendees paying attention to the workshop.]

Text: Academic & corporate workshop tracks

[Switch to a clip of attendees seated and talking with each other in a different workshop session.]

[Switch to a different angle of the same workshop session where attendees are still talking with each other.]

Text: Engaging dialogue

[Switch to a clip of a young person getting comfortable on a couch while holding a laptop with earbuds plugged in.]

Text: ...to the virtual platform!

[Switch to last clip of audience looking toward the conference stage. The 2021 Equity & Diversity Conference mountain logo is on top along with the Division of institutional Equity & Diversity logo, #EDC21atUNT, and icons for Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, and YouTube at the bottom.]

Text: Register now: edc.unt.edu